
 Part 1) TV Documentary: Sodom & Gomorrah Asteroid Strike 

       John DiNardo:
 Appended to my prologue here, is the link to an amazing television 
documentary. I hope that you will watch it, for your life is soon to be 
affected, not afflicted (I hope), by a recurrence of this historical 
event. 
  Scientists have recently proved that the Holy Bible's account of God's 
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah by "fire and brimstone from the sky" 
is historically factual and accurate. Through the discovery of an ancient 
Sumerian clay tablet (about the size and shape of a large pizza), British 
scientists Hempsell and Bond have done meticulous computer 
regressions back in time to identify the precise ancient day and year 
when the constellational star pattern matched the star pattern that was 
recorded on this ancient Sumerian clay tablet, the tablet also depicting 
an asteroid streaking across the sky. Hempsell's and Bond's analysis 
found that day and year to be June 29th of the year 3,123 B.C. (before 
the birth of Christ). 
 Hempsell's and Bond's fix on this ancient index point in time is 
confirmed by independent scientists' studies of ice cores pulled from 
the depths of various icy areas on Planet Earth. Ice cores contain
samples of the unique mixtures of atmospheric gases which existed in 
the ancient centuries indexed at various depth points on the length of 
the ice core. What these independent and unrelated (to Hempsell and 
Bond) scientists discovered was astounding! They found evidence that, 
in the thirty-second century before Christ, our entire planet Earth 
abruptly fell into a catastrophic ice age, and the evident cause of this 
abrupt onset of a worldwide ice age was the sudden blanketing of 
Earth's entire atmosphere with black ash and soot, thus blocking out 
the Sun's rays. This global "climate collapse" was a mass extinction 
level event. 
  "In northern Africa, a lush and fertile region suddenly dried up to 
   become the Sahara Desert. In Chile, formerly tropical regions 
   became inundated with snow and were frozen for millennia. In the 
   Middle East, fertile regions turned to desert, and civilization
   collapsed." [an excerpt from the documentary]
The haunting conclusion that glares at us from this fascinating 
scientific discovery is that the Holy Bible -- declaring itself to be 
God's communications to man, conveyed by God's mental telepathy 
to His prophets (in this case, Moses) -- repeatedly and emphatically 
declares that God is wrathful toward mankind, not only those of the 
twin cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, but toward all of humankind, as 
evidenced by God's destruction of virtually the entire human race 
which God created. A thorough study of God's written Word, the Holy 
Bible, reveals God, at various historical interludes, declaring His 
aggrieved wrath over mankind's abject disregard for God's invisible, 
yet tangible, presence, and over man's flouting of conscience, which 
God has breathed into all human constituents of His creation.
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 15 ". . . which show the work of {God's} Law written in their hearts, 
       their conscience also bearing witness,"   ROMANS, Chapter 2.
 I am not trying to scare you, as I am scared. Rather, it is God who, 
like a good father, is trying to "scare us straight" -- for God 
declares, at several places in His Holy Bible: 
 "Fear of The LORD is the Beginning of Wisdom [a belief in God]." 
Never have I (nor have many other similarly imperiled persons), been 
so starkly and emotionally cognizant of that particular admonition by 
God than when I faced the real possibility of being killed, many years 
ago. At that time, I was a belligerent atheist. Yet, at the moment of 
peril, I sincerely knew God for the first time in my life, as I 
pleaded with God to save my life. I relate this story to you as a gift 
of knowledge which I am sure you will need soon, for I and many other 
researchers of the confluence of Bible prophecy, archaeology, and 
astronomy have discovered evidence of the imminence of God's avowed 
wrathful punishment to be meted out once again. 
 God's wrecking ball, wielded repeatedly throughout the distant past, 
is what N.A.S.A. calls "Planet X," and is what the ancient Sumerians 
called "Nibiru," and what the Holy Bible calls "the Destroyer" and
"the Death Angel," and what other ancient civilizations have called 
"the Winged Globe". It is a massive dwarf star which N.A.S.A. has 
secretly verified to be incoming due to the irresistibly great 
gravitational force field exerted by our Sun's mass, which is equal to 
one-third of a million Earth-masses. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66QAnQXgVnU 
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